
FREEZER 13 X Series
Compact CPU Cooler Successor Series for AMD & Intel

Smaller, quieter, more energy-efficient and powerful: The Freezer 13 X series, successor to
the Freezer 13, combine a compact and advanced heat sink design, with different versions
being developed for different areas of application:

For AMD & Intel:

Freezer i13 X for Intel Sockets
 

Freezer A13 X for AMDs AM4 Socket
 

For Continuous Operation:

Freezer i13 X CO with Double Ball
Bearing

Freezer A13 X CO with Double Ball
Bearing

Offset direct touch heatpipes in conjunction with a pressure-optimised 92 mm fan ensure
optimal heat dissipation – despite the comparatively small dimensions and an installation
height of only 137mm.

All coolers of the Freezer 13 X series are supplied with pre-applied ARCTIC MX-2 thermal
compound and have a simple assembly system.

Features

Available in different versions for AMD & Intel and as CO variant
Three offset heat pipes ensure optimal heat dissipation
P-fan for increased performance
Extended lifespan thanks to low motor temperature
Lower power consumption and less vibration with new motor technology
Pre-applied MX-2 thermal paste

Specifications

About ARCTIC
ARCTIC, a leading manufacturer of low-noise PC coolers and components, initiated and continues to shape the
trend towards quiet cooling systems. In addition to an extensive range of CPU/GPU coolers and fans, ARCTIC

produces high-quality monitor arms and wall brackets as well as practical tech equipment.The company,
headed by founder Magnus Huber, has offices in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA. It has won over PC

enthusiasts in more than 45 countries with innovative and user-friendly products that are high quality and
sold at fair prices. For more than 15 years, ARCTIC has stood for comfortable computing, stellar service and

personal support.
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